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ABSTRACT 

The transportation and community planning effort in 

the United States has resulted in the expenditure of a great 

deal of time and money. However, the result of this effort 

has largely been unusable because of a lack of an effective 

formalized planning method. 

This thesis presents summarizations of the planning 

methods employed in ten plans which are typical of the U.S. 

Planning Effort. Each of these methods are critiqued in the 

light of a proposed planning method. 

The Federal Government has recently required the adop

tion of a Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS) 

in an effort to formalize a scientific approach to planning. 

As an approach to the implementation of PPBS this thesis 

presents the use of value analysis and objective setting as 

practiced by the fields of product and methods. engineering. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Transportation is one of the most dynamic forces in 

any civilization. Civilizations stagnate where they do not 

have the ability to physically transport people and goods 

or the ability to use substitutes for physical transport. 

The movement of energy by power transmission or telecommuni-

cation between persons at remote points was done so that 

people would not have to transport themselves face to face 

in order to communicate information to each other. Trans-

portation and communication networks are the driving force 

which develops primitive tribes into giant nations. 

A. BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM 

. l 
Wood and Ames (p. 382) state that the 

"national transportation system has a basic 
goal--the provision of fast, safe, and economi
cal transportation services needed in a growing 
and changing economy. It must meet private and 
public needs to move people and goods. This 
must be accomplished at the lowest cost con
sistent with health, convenience, national 
security and other public objectives." 

The transportation system, being at the heart of na

tional and metropolitan development, interwoven into every 

facet of life, is of primary importance. From the very 

inception of this nation, transportation and the necessary 

coordinated planning which goes with it have had overpower

ing influence upon the social climate. 
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McGrath states 2 (p. 491) that the city of 
today is an agglomeration of multitudinous de
cisions made. by people of the city over long 
periods of time. Sometimes people act separately 
or in small groups directly to the~r own ends. 
At other times they act severally or through 
their government with an aim toward achieving 
mutual ends. Some times they act wisely; 
sometimes they act umvisely. The net result is 
the city." 

These decisions more often than not directly involve 

the transportation system. Over past decades literally 

hundreds of plans have been made concerning specific prob-

lems related to the field of transportation. Despite this 

unusual concentration of effort, the problems in transpor-

tation have continued to compound and expand themselves 

inordinately. In considering the number of separate public 

planning projects carried out as against the number of 

major problems solved, once cannot help but wonder why so 

few solutions have been forthcoming. 

Maier3 (p. 328) states that "many cities 
experlenced difficulty in adopting a modern 
traffic engineering program because politi
cal expedience and special interests have 
limited the necessary and often painful 
application of restrictive controls and reg
ulations. Other cities have mistaken short
range programs as the ultimate solution to 
the urban problems." 

Irwin 4 (p. 521) says "the metropolitan plan
er knows he and his fellow urbanites wish to 
achieve the best possible regional urban envi
ronment, but he is often unable to achieve agree
ment on just what this is." 

The planner uses only those tools to which he has access, 

tools of planning technology. However, our hardware tech

nology is not as yet capable of handling all the problems 
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involved in the complex planning process. 

5About these complexities Herberg states in 
Howe (p. 556) that "when the city planner or 
transportation planner stops to realize that he 
works with both technology and human beings, he 
must know that he can never hope to evolve truly 
optimum plans," 

Howe 5 (p. 554) further states that "Opti
mization may be considered as a maximizing of 
pleasures and/or advantages, and the minimizing 
of hazards and/or disadvantages. It involves 
many value judgements which vary from person 
to person. Two of the more important aspects 
of judgement involving urban transportation 
today, for example, are the conflict between 
engineers and esthetically inclined citizens 
over the location and appearance of interstate 
highways, and the conflict between advocates 
of highway transportation and advocates of 
mass transportation." 

Cook6 (p.3) states that "Observation of 
various official planning activities indicates 
that a limited number of stereotypes can cover 
many of the common characteristics seen in the 
planning-community relationship. No community
planning operation in fact, will correspond ex
actly to any of the types presented below. How
ever, use of the stereotypes has aided people to 
identify some characteristics that previously 
went unnoticed in the way their community's 
planning was carried on." 

B. PLANNING COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIP 

As developed by Cook, the five common forms of the 

Planning Community relationship are the isolated, the agency 

oriented, the imposing, the imposed upon and the immersed. 

Isolated 

Cook6 (p. 5) further states that "This 
type represents official planning operations 
which have a very low level of contact with 
the community at large. 



The planning group, it's staff, and con
sultants raise questions and discuss these 
themselves. Often very difficult and so
phisticated studies and reports are made con
cerning these issues. The results, however, 
are simply fed back into the planning operation. 
Aside from an occasional news release, the 
results of the planning efforts do not find their 
way into the community's decision-making process. 

Frequently this type results in a small 
corps of people who develop a high level of in
formation and knowledge about the community. 
This, however, does not result in any particular 
benefit to the community because the planning 
group maintains no effective relationships with 
other officials, agencies, voluntary groups, or 
citizens. For the most part, those directly in
volved in the official planning do not communi
cate with anyone outside this limited network. 

There are many different reasons why a 
planning group may become this way. The one 
common work of The Isolated type is that there 
is an extremely low level of interchange be
tween the planners and other elements of the 
community. · 

Agency Oriented 

Cook 6 (p. 7) goes on by saying "This type 
covers the official planning operations which 
direct all their efforts to the demands, con
cerns, and needs of an outside agency. Usually, 
the outside agency has a partic~lar program 
or grant funds which some element in the com
munity wants. Planning is done simply to 
qualify for this program or for the grant or 
loan funds. 

In recent years many American communities 
have established planning organizations in 
order to meet the requirements of an external 
agency. Some of these continue to operate 
their planning completely oriented to this 
agency. What they plan about, what proce
dures they use, the form, content and timing 
of reports they produce are all directed by 
the criteria of the outside agency. Those 
involved in planning feel the purpose of 
their ope.ration is to please the agency with 
the program or money they want sufficiently 
that they will qualify. 



Not all planning groups that were start
ed by this kind of stimulation from an out
side agency remain in this agency oriented 
pattern. But some, year in and year out, 
plan only for the review of a particular ex
ternal agency. They do not intend for the 
planning to affect the community at large, 
except as the particular program they are 
after might do so. The effects of planning 
in the community are considered accidental for 
operating purposes. 

This type of planning operation often 
produces extensive plans which only a hand
ful of people in the community are aware of, 
but which are often circulated around the 
country through agency channels as examples 
of good local planning. 

Imposing 

Cook6 (p. 9) continuing; says "This type 
of planning operation is designed to actually 
affect the community. It involves the in
tention of developing a plan and then to im
pose this plan on the community. 

During plan development, this type of 
operation appears similar to the Isolated 
type. While the studies and plan work up are 
underway, the planning group has very little 
relation outside those directly involved in 
the planning organization. But once the plan 
or part of the plan is complete, instead of 
just feeding this back into the planning oper
ation for review and refinement, an organized 
effort is made to get the community, or at 
least selected segments of it, to accept the 
plan. This phase of the operation is common
ly called "selling the plan to the people." 

The community's part in this type of 
planning is basically to implement the plan 
as devised within the planning group. The 
planning group attempts to develop rela
tionships with the community on the basis of 
a strategy calculated to bring about adop
tion and implementation of the plan. 

The reasons for taking this approach 
vary from one place to another, but often 
the integrity of the plan in practice is of 
more concern to the planning group than the 
integrity of the community. 

5 

One common aspect of the Im~osing type 
of official planning operations 1s that relation
ships with the community are considered important 



only after the plans or part is completed. 
The plan is pre-designed and then overlaid 
on the community. · 

Imposed Upon 

Cooks (p. ll) continues with "Planning op
erations of this type are recognized by the ten
dency of the planning groups to show no ini
tiation. The official planning organization 
does nothing except in response to very speci
fic pressures and demands. Various organi-
zed interest groups in the community largely 
determine the questions with which the plan
ning agency will deal, how they will be dealt 
with, and often tell the planning agency 
what its recommendations are to be. 

As long as there is no strongly organ
ized opposition group, the planning body 
tends to go along with those who forcefully 
put forth their point of view. If there are 
counter demands coming from several organized 
sources, the planning operation is likely to 
be immobilized. The planning group is unable 
to function under its own directive, and 
when several sources are giving it directions 
simultaneously it usually becomes confused, 
insecure, and unable to act. 

The Imposed Upon planning pattern repre
sents one in whlch the official planning 
groups makes no input into the community de
cision process on its own. It is used gener
ally to perform a ritual of giving formal 
recognition to various interest groups' pro
jects as they come along. There is no effort 
to develop planning beyond a disjointed ser
ies, studies, recommendations, and specific 
project proposal. 

Immersed 

Cooks (p. 13) continues "the work of the 
Immersed type of planning operation is that it 
carrles on as a regular part of the community. 
The planning group maintains relationships with 
external agencies, local officials, interest 
groups, ad hoc groups and citizens. Many 
avenues of access to the planning operation 
are open to any interested party. Multiple ·· 
channels for sending information about what 
is happening and what will be happening in the 
planning operation are used to reach many seg
ments of the community. 

6 



The planning group will accept inputs 
from any element in the community as well as 
from sources beyond the community.. Initia
tion of activities may come both from sources 
within the planning group and in response to 
inputs from outside of it. The output of the 
planning process is transmitted into the com
munity. Feedback, even negative feedback, is 
accepted from the community, and when appro
priate will lead to making corrections in the 
planning process. 

The planning group itself controls and/or 
carries out ·a variety of procedures on its own, 
while at the same time accepts that it is only 
one part of the enterprise when it comes to 
setting and conjuring out community policy. 
Interchanges between and among the planning 
group, elements affected by planning and el
ements affecting planning are expected to be 
a main ingredient in working out plans and 
plan implementation." 
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Conclusions of the Planning Community Relationship 

As stated by Cook6 (p.· 15) the conclusions 
are: 

'~f one believes the purpose of the offi
cial planning operation is to produce studies 
and plans on paper, then the Isolated pattern 
is most productive. 

If one believes the purpose of the offi-
cial planning operation is to qualify the com
munity for a particular program or funds available 
from some external agency, then the Agency 
Oriented pattern is efficient. 

If one believes the purpose of the offi
cial planning operation is to permit a sel
ect group in the community to determine what 
ought to be done and to get the community to 
go along, then the Imposing pattern is 
appropriate. 

If one believes that the purpose of the 
official planning operation is to provide 
the interest groups in the community a place 
to get some formal recognition of their 
projects and recommendations, then the 
Imposed Upon is reasonable. 



If one believes the purpose of the offi
cial planning operation is to assist in 
finding what changes are needed and aid 
in bringing about desirable changes, then 
the Immersed pattern is practical. 

The pattern of how the official planning 
operation relates to the community generally 
is associated with what the people involved 
consider its purpose. It is suggested that 
the first four patterns result from a confu
sion between a needed ingredient in planning 
and its purpose. 

In order for planning to be effective in 
a specific community, all the following may 
be necessary: 

1. Studies and plans expressed on paper 
2. Funds and programs available from 

external sources 
3. Opportunities for knowledgeable people 

to get their ideas across, and 
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4. A means to get projects and recommenda
tions of special interest groups con
sidered as they relate to the community 
as a whole. 

But none of these constitute the purpose 
of planning. The purpose of the official 
planning operation is to improve the community's 
ability to (a) adopt to the expected~ (b) create 
the desirable and (c) avoid the undesirable. In 
American communities, experience indicates that 
this is practical only when there is broad in
volvement in the planning process. The talents, 
energy and knowledge of highly trained profession
als, governmental officials, and the citizens 
are all necessary in the planning process. 
Planning to be practical must be a joint en
terprise among many different kinds of people. 
Plans and how they are to be adopted and im
plemented must be worked out in a continuous 
process. The Immersed pattern provides the 
best model for the relationship between the 
official planning operation and the communi-
ty in which workable plans can be developed 
and carried out for the purpose of improving 
the community as a whole." 

The pitfalls of these methods of planning are many. 



Wood and Ames 1 (p. 383) state that "plan
ning a transportation system on the basis of 
present travel desires can meet the requests of 
the moment, but planning on this basis makes 
future inadequacies inevitable." · 

Wood and Ames 1 (p. 391) further state that 
a "planner can try to control and predict popu
lation changes using the factors which are to 
some extent under his control such as transpor
tation facilities, urban renewal, public util
ities, taxes, zoning, and open space policies." 

Howard 7 (p. 42 5) states that "state and 
federal highway programs cannot succeed without 
effective general urban development planning. 
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iirst, the state and federal highway pro
grams will stand or fall on their success 
within urban, especially metropolitan, areas. 

Secondly, without knowledge of future land
uses, and of local feeder street and tran
sit proposals, both within the purview 
of urban planning programs, success will 
be limited. 

Thirdly, once designed, a long-range 
highway plan cannot be protected against 
right-of-way invasion (without extra
ordinary advance land acquisition) except 
through cooperatively administered sub
division controls, again a local.planning 
function. 

Fourthly, a highway once built cannot re
tain its capacity without controls over 
land development on its frontage and near 
its interchanges--controls, via zoning 
and subdivision regulation exercised by 
local government in response to local 
city-planning. And, finally 

A system of highways, once built, can
not function as designed without urban
planning controls over the pattern of 
land-uses, population density and distri
bution, employment location, and the like 
that will produce the general outline of 
future urban development assumed as a 
basis for the design of the. system. 



None of these five prerequisites for a 
successful highway development can occur, ex
cept by the most impropable accident, in the 
absence of effective general urban development 
planning." 

C. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The problem that stands out is the development of 

planning techniques and methodologies which are workable 

under the American system of urban development. 

The objectives of this study are as follows: 

First, to evaluate corrunonly used planning techniques 

against the newly developed federal planning procedures 

of the Planning Prograrruning and Budgeting System (PPBS). 

Second, to demonstrate the usefulness of value analy

sis and objective setting in the implementation of PPBS. 

Third, to make recorrunendations to improve the future 

planning effort. 

D. IMPORTANCE TO SOCIETY 

In the past three decades s1nce the beginning of 

'World Ward II the life style of the average American has 

shifted from a rural setting to the much more complex 

urban setting. The r~pid expansion in the number of 

privately owned vehicles has further complicated the lives 

of the millions who have moved from the rural areas to 

urban areas. Cities have shifted in character from the 

10 
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compact and convenient, centralized location to a nightmare 

of urban sprawl, with the working and living facilities 

seemingly distributed at random. 

Mayer 8 (p.2) states that "we are using up 
new land at a rate of 1 million acres a year, 
our population is increasing at a rate of some 
30 million, or 15 percent, per decade, and much 
faster in metropolitan areas." 

Dr. Jerome Pickard states that in 1980 the nation's 

population will have increased by 36 percent since 1962, 

but the population of twenty-one metropolitan regions by 

73 percent: i.e., twice as fast. Population is declin-

ing in the farm areas and in the central cities and is 

increasing at tremendous rates out in the metropolitan 

countryside. 

Gallion and Eisner9 (p. 357) states 
"The population of the world is exploding. 
Mechanization is driving people to the cities. 
The rising flood of urbanization is surging out
ward from the center and engulfing the surround
ing countryside. Congestion festers within and 
eats about the edges. Communications are break
ing down. Medical science is sustaining health 
and prolonging the life span. Famine and pes
tilence are no longer the leveler of excess 
population, nuclear war may be. If mankind 
is to live on, the urban pattern he occupies 
will require major unravelling and reweaving. 
Much understanding will be required, and the 
nature of the metropolis will undergo severe 
examination." 

The urbanization of America has caused the citizen 

to move about continuously, using virtually every means 

of transport moderri technology can provide. The trans-

portation problems are, withoutquestion, welded to other 



major problems in the modern society, including the mass 

migration to urban areas, the population explosion, air 

pollution and solid waste. 

Mayer 8 (p.l) states that "technology and 
the mastery of nature are causing or permitting 
a series of galloping maladjustments and uneasi
ness. There are massive unprepared immigra
tions from rural into urban areas and at the 
same time out-migrations within our ever-expand
ing metropolitan complexes. There is massive 
involuntary and uncreative and even dangerous 
leisure. The ubiquitous automobile may be con
sidered a symbol of the Jekyll-and-Hyde charac
ter of modern man and modern development
deterioration. It enables us to do wonderful 
things--to visit distant places, to constitute 
a new family unit, to have, as it were, a mo
bile hearth. In actuality, it does something 
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of this. But far more does it result in the· 
city's intolerable congestion, in the country
side's despoilment by unbridled road building 
and anarchic scatter, in excessive distance 
between living, work and recreation, in family 
disorder and disunity. We are not nearer nature, 
as we could be, but pushing farther away--not 
only in distance but now in time as well, as 
the inexorably lengthening journey to work 
negates the extra leisure of the shorter work 
day; in the quality of the nature we can reach 
and the tired condition we reach it in." 

The modern city tends to herd the urban poor into a 

fringe about the central city which, due to the migration 

of business and industry into the fringes of urban growth, 

leaves them isolated from society. 

Beckman10 (p. 163) states that "Kenneth 
Galbraith in The Affluent Society and Michael 
Harrington in The Other Amer~ca, two of the 
more influential books of th~s decade, have 
driven home the argument that today many of our 
problems lie concealed beneath the attractive 
surface of abundance, wealth, and power. As 
a nation, we enjoy abundance beyond any previous 
measure but there are still groups shut out 



from this abundance. Increasi~gly, these 
groups, which include the racial minority, 
the elderly, the unemployed, and the broken 
family, tend to reside in the central cities 
of our larger metropolitan areas." 

The most important single item which isolates these 

13 

groups is the lack of the transportation facilities which 

could carry them into the mainstream of modern society. 
~0 An example of this situation was stated by Beckman (p. 162) 

that: 

'~he investigating commission brought into clear 
focus the fact that the inadequate and costly 
public transportation currently existing through
out the Los Angeles area seriously restricts 
the residents of the disadvantage areas such 
as south-central Los Angeles. This lack of 
adequate transportation handicaps them in seek
ing and holding jobs, attending schools, shopping, 
and in fulfilling other needs. It has had a 
major influence in creating a sense of isolation, 
with its resultant frustrations, among the resi
dents of south-central Los Angeles, particularly 
the Watts area." 

The solution to the major problems will depend upon 

the new developments taking place in the field of trans

portation and the planner's ability to adequately plan 

for their implementation. 

In the light of the aforementioned the importance 

of refining our ability to plan and develop new, innova

tive transportation systems is vital to our national 

stability. 
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II. DISCUSSION 

In this study ten typical traffic and city plans were 

selected as representative of various planning methods. Each 

of these plans was examined as to its particular approach 

to the planning process such that reasons for their lack of 

success might be obtained. 

A. METHODOLOGY 

1. Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System 

Recently the Federal Government required that all fed-

erally sponsored planning be done according to the Planning, 

Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) in an effort to 

apply a scientific approach to planning. 

According to Roman, 11 (p. 429-433) "The 
planning, programming, and budgeting system 
(PPBS) was first suggested by Hitch and McKean 
as a method for using resources more effec
tively. The system was subsequently applied 
by Hitch during his service in the Department 
of Defense. The impact and general success of 
PPBS within the department was instrumental 
in its being extended throughout the federal 
government. The system has considerable appli
cability of other than military·and govern
ment organizations. 

Purpose of PPBS 

The planning, programming, and budgeting 
system requires program directors to think 
and plan well into the future, delineate ob
jectives, analyze costs and benefits of exis
ting programs, and find better and cheaper 
ways to accomplish objectives. President 
Johnson stated that as applied to government 
operations, PPBS has the following purposes: 

1. Precisely and continually identifying 
national goals. 
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2. Selecting the most urgent goals 
3. Examining alternatives in order to achieve 

goals effectively and at the lowest possi
ble cost. 

4. Maintaining awareness of future as well 
as immediate costs. 

5. Measuring program performance as a means 
of evaluating the relation of output to 
input. 

As the organizational scope of PPBS is 
enlarged, the components of the system might be: 

l. Definition of the program and of out-
put objectives. 

2. Possible methods to employ. 
3. Costs of alternative methods. 
4. Evaluation techniques for determining 

how effectively objectives are being 
achieved. 

5. Information requirements for continuous 
comparison of cost with accomplishment. 

6. Review and analysis of plans and pro
grams, and revision where necessary. 

Concept and'Design 

As stated in the Bureau of the Budget 
Bulletin 66-3, a budget is a financial expres
sion of a program plan. A budget should be 
prepared and submitted after goals are estab
lished, objectives are defined, and programs 
for achieving objectives are planned~ Before 
PPBS, it was common practice to establish 
mission requirements for a period of several 
years but to budget on a year-to~year basis: 
planning and programming were mission-oriented 
where as budgeting was task-directed. Under 
such conditions, program review and decision
making often concentrated on too short a 
time span. 

Several faults became apparent owing to 
the lack of coordination in programming, plan
ning, and budgeting: the activities of dif~ 
ferent agencies were often vague and their 
programs intangible; accomplishments were 
not always determinable; alternatives were 
not explored and presented for management's 
consideration; in many instances, it was 
difficult to ascertain the cost implications 



in the future of current decisions; and for
mal planning and systems analysis had an in
sufficient influence on budget decisions. 
PPBS helps remedy such defects in planning 
and budgeting by providing the information 
and analysis required for determining the 
need and allocation of resources. 

PPBS is founded on three major concepts: 

1. The in-house capability of each agency 
to conduct continuous depth analyses 
of its objectives and the programs 
which support these objectives~ 
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2. A multiyear planning and programming pro
cess incorporating an information system 
which classifies and presents the essen
tial data required by agency heads and 
the President for making major decisions. 

3. A budgeting process which can refine broad 
program decisions for subsequent review 
and action by the President and Congress. 

For the system to work, several essential re
quisites must be fulfilled. First, the program 
structure must be mission-oriented so that per
tinent data covering agency operations and activ
ities may be assembled in classifications consis
tent with the agency's purposes and objectives. 
Second, the shifting mission orientation of the 
agency needs to be explored, as do its programs 
and the requirements to support changing objec
tives, and the costs and benefits of alterna-
tive programs must be weighed. Next, programs 
must be given time-cycled reviews which analyze 
objectives, accomplishment, costs, and contem
plated changes. And finally, the organizational 
elements involved must accept the responsibil-
ity for establishing and implementing the 
system. 

Program Structure 

The program structure is a vital part 
of PPBS. The implementing agency must break 
down its total .effort in a series of mission
oriented categories. The classification of 
activity into programs categories, program 
sub-categories, and program elements is the·· 
foundation 'for the planning, programming, and 
budgeting processes. 

Program categories comprise programs, 
activities, or operations which are related 
to the same general mission. Common or 



closely allied objectives provide the basis 
for grouping. An example of a broad program 
objective cited by Bulletin 66-3 is the im
provement of higher education. Higher educa
tion is a program category, and is ·composed 
of government programs involving different 
le~els of education, facilities, related re
search, library support, and so forth. 

Program subcategories are subdivisions 
established within each category. These com
bine agency programs, activities, or opera
tions to reflect more restricted objectives 
which still contribute directly to the pro
gram category objectives. In the case of 
higher education, program subcategories might 
be social science research, improved training 
in mathematics, and the like. 

Program elements represent an additional 
refinement, and are subdivisions of a program 
subcategory. They are made up of the speci
fic items that contribute to the agency's ob
jectives. Each program element is an activity 
which includes personnel, services, facilities, 
and equipment. A program element consistent 
with the higher education category and the 
supporting subcategories might be the number 
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of teachers to be trained in the new mathematics. 
As the system is envisioned, direct com

patibility between program and organizational 
structures is not necessary. It may be advan
tageous in some instances f.or basic program 
categories to cross organizational lines. 
This process encourages comparisons and sug
gests beneficial tradeoffs among interchange
able elements. 

With basic research, it may· not be pos
sible to establish mission orientation, in 
which case research can be identified as a 
separate program category or subcategory. 
Applied research, on the other hand, can be 
associated with a specific program objective 
and can be incorporated in the same program 
category as other activities related to that 
objective. 

The program structure needs to be care
fully thought out. If too few program cate
gories are established, it causes confusion, 
as .when apples and oranges are reduced to a 
common denominator. Too many classifications 
make review and management difficult. 



Multiyear Program and Financiai Plan 

The PPBS process has been designed to con
solidate and present logically the· information 
essential for important decisions. The system 
provides for program review at different gov
ernment echelons, and converts agency object
ives into combinations of agency operations 
and activities developed to accomplish the ob
jectives within stipulated time periods. 

The program and financial plan normally 
cover a five-year period, but this can vary 
according to the nature of the program. The 
plan should be flexible enough not to be com
promised if legislative authorization expires 
prior to the completion of the program; the 
package should recognize this possibility and 
incorporate provisions for extending, renew
ing, or modifying the program in keeping with 
legislative action. 

Objectives and planned accomplishment 
should be set forth wherever possible in 
quantitative, nonfinancial terms. As an ex
ample, the physical description of the pro
gram elements should include such factors as 
the facilities needed to carry out the pro
gram, the number of people participating in 
it, the hours of effort, and specific incre
mental benefits. In line with this principle, 
Bulletin 66-3 recommends that where relevant, 
a correlation should be drawn between the 
program and the universe to be served. 

Financial data should be associated 
with the physical descriptions to show the 
degree of cost and accomplishment. All costs 
associated with a program element should be 
assigned to that element. These include cap
ital outlay, research and development costs, 
grants and subsidies, and current operations 
costs. The component costs can generally be 
derived from accounting and appropriation 
categories. In situations where revenue is 
generated from the program, an estimate of 
income should be made and included. 

The agency-approved program and finan
cial plan will be submitted to the Bureau of 
the Budget, which will also be informed of 
any program revisions. Additionally, pro
vision must be made for the annual reappraisal 
and updating of the program and plan by 
specialized agency staffs, which have the 
function of keeping them under continuing 
analysis. · · 
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PPBS and R & D 

As the PPBS concept is used, improved, 
and publicized, it is highly likely to be 
adopted in less complicated environments and 
for activities totally unrelated to govern
ment operations. The planning, programming, 
and budgeting system provides management with 
a method for targeting in on objectives and 
comparing actual achievement with planned 
goals by classifying and accumulating resource 
expenditures. Significantly, the system fur
nishes information which is not obtainable 
through traditional budget processes; it 
helps isolate the major issues and provides 
a more rational base for decisions. It pro
vides management with a tool which can sub
stantially improve the directing and super
vising of research and development. 

As suggested by Representative Henry S. 
Reuss's Committee on Government Operations, 
PPBS can be used to explore alternatives to 
present R & D programs. If management deci
ded that continued investment in a certain 
R & D program would not improve present per
formance, it could use PPBS to establish a 
basis for new R & D activities and to in
crease the probability of selecting specific 
projects which would render the greatest re
turn. The exploration of alternatives and 
cost-benefit studies could be used by pro
gram directors to recommend new R & D activ
ities. The constant pressure for program 
efficiency and economy which a process of 
systematic analysis would exert could lead 
to more R & D proposals and a greater allo
cation of program budgets to research and 
development. 

While PPBS is an excellent vehicle for 
improving R & D decision making, it does not 
eliminate an innate defect in the R & D man
agement process--insufficient initiative at 
the program level. The fact that the sys-
tem makes more and better information avail
able does not guarantee that the information 
will be used, either for creative purposes of 
for analysis. As the Reuss report points out, 
PPBS will not automatically result in an im
aginative search for R & D alternatives. 
Uninspired program managers may look for 
other paths, but will limit their search to 
tried and -tired methods rather than push be
yond the frontiers of knowledge to seek new 
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ideas, build new techniques, and develop new 
technol~gy," 

2. Implementation of PPBS 
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In uslng PPBS the most important functions are those of 

setting goals and objectives and determining the most eco-

nomically feasible way of pursing them. Planning, as yet, 

does not have a formalized method of doing this. However, 

the adoption of value analysis as a formalized planning tech

nique will provide this function. 

This study was carried out as a modified value analysis 

of public and transportation plans which cover a span of 40 

years representing the typical approaches to modern planning. 

The reasons for using the techniques ·of value analysis is 

that it can isolate those factors which tend to make the im-

plementation of those plans less than optimal. Most of the 

past planning techniques appear to be a hodgepodge of methods 

and procedures usually not directed to the heart of the prob-

lem. The use of value analysis will introduce a scientific 

approach to the isolation of the sutdy areas and the setting 

of objectives. 

3. Value 

Value analysis, which ls an analytical method used by 

product engineers, will be discussed in detail later. How

ever, before the discussion on value analysis can be begun, it 

is necessary to es~ablish a parallel between the finished plan 

and a manufactured product. Value in product engineering is 

the cost of manufactured products. The processes used in the 
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product manufacture are carefully examined by engineers 1n 

order to cut the cost and still maintain the value of the 

product. The overall value of a product can be subdivided 

into four forms of value; use value, cost value, esteem val-

ue and exchange value. 

According to Weiss: 12 (p. 3) 

"Use Value: Based on the properties 
and qualities of a pro
cess, system, product, 
material or procedure, 
which accomplishes a 
use, work or service. 

Cost Value: Based on the cost of a 
process system, product, 
material or procedure; 
always expressed in 
monetary terms. 

Esteem Value: Based on the properties, 
features or attractive
ness of the process, system 
product, material or pro
cedure. In other words, 
the extent of it ego
appeal to the user. 

Exchange Value: These are properties 
which allow the system, 
process, product, mater
ial or procedure, to be 
exchangeable for some
thing else." 

Plans also exhibit these same four divisions of value. 

For example, use value of a plan consists of its ability to 

provide a guide toward the implementation of planning goals. 

Cost value is that expense incurred in the development of the 

plan. Esteem value of a plan is exhibited in the fact that 

communities consider it to be essential to their continued 

orderly growth. It is also used as a selling point to 
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encourage migration of new business and industry. Every 

town has to have a plan and a planner because it's now the 

popular thing to do. Exchange value is induced in planning 

because of governmental interest in the planned growth of 

the country. The government puts a great deal of influence 

and money into the development of these plans i.e., they 

put up 75% of the money that goes into planning efforts. 

Therefore plans have an exchange value in federal funding. 

A city plan, whether it is land use or traffic, has the 

same values as does a factory product. Therefore, the plans 

and the methods of devising these plans lend themselves to 

an analysis similar to that applied to manufactured products. 

In product engineering the intent is to reduce the cost 

value of the product while still maintaining as high or high

er levels of use, esteem, and exchange value. Thus, the 

product will still have the same market value and utility but 

the cost of production would be substantially reduced. This 

process, as used in industry, has resulted in the continuance 

of high quality of product 1n the face of increased labor 

and material costs without greatly increasing the product 

costs. It is assumed that this same scientific process ap

plied to planning will reduce the cost of planning and yet 

provide a clear, concise plan which will be consistant with 

the planning goals. 

4. Value Analysis 

A value analysis consists of five separate phases: an 

information phase, a speculative phase, an analytical phase, 
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a planning and execution phase, and a reporting and implemen

tation phase. The definitions of the value analysis phase 

. h 13 lS parap rased. 

First, Information Phase 

The purpose of the information phase of a value analysis 

is to gather and to tabulate data concerning the problem, to 

determine the desired function, and to evaluate that function. 

Thus, the actual problem definition is obtained in the infor

mation phase. 

Second, Speculative Phase 

In the speculative phase, alternative methods of achiev-

ing the desired function are generated. In this manner vari-

ous approaches to the problem are postulated. 

Third, Analytical Phase 

The purpose of this phase is to develop the alternative 

methods generated during the speculative phase, listing the 

advantages and disadvantages of each. To estimate the dollar 

value of cost valueof each method, and to select those meth-

ods which offer the greatest potential return for the plan

ning dollar. 

Fourth, Planning and Execution Phase 

The purpose of this phase is to establish a program of 

investigation for a study of alternative methods selected in 

the analytical phase, to assess the technical feasibility of 

the alternative methods and to gain firm information concern-

ing those alternative methods. 



Fifth, Reporting and Implementation Phase 

The purpose of this phase is to prepare a value engi

neering report, to issue the report to, and discuss with 

the decision-maker and to insure that the report recommen

dations are implemented. It is through this report that 

the goals and objectives are prepared. 

5. The information Phase Used in This Study 

This thesis is concerned with only the information 

phase of value analysis since these ten planning reports 

have already been completed. An attempt is being made to 

critically evaluate the planning techniques commonly used. 

The value analysis information phase consists of the 

following areas each of which must be considered. The 

purpose, techniques, key questions, tests for value, and 

techniques of functional evaluation, all of which are con

tained in the check list (sixth item) at the end. 

First, Purpose: 
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1. To gather and tabulate data concerning speci

fic public transportation planning projects. 

2. To determine the functions of each study 

reviewed. 

3. To evaluate the function. 

Second, Techniques: 

1. To consider human factors involved in each 

plan. 



Third, 

Fourth, 

Key 

2. Obtain all facts on the study. 

3. To obtain information from the best sources. 

4. To obtain cost information where possible. 

5. To define and evaluate the planning function 

of the study. 

6. To evaluate by comparison. 

Questions: 

1. What is the study? 

2. What does the study do? 

3. What should the study do? 

4. What is it's basic weakness? 

Tests for Value: 

1. Would it's use contribute universal value ~n 

solution of major problems? 

2. Was the scope of the study properly fixed? 

3. Does it need all features in its format? 

Does it lack features in it's format? 

4. Has it's effect been proportional to the 

amount of effort expended? 

Fifth, Techniques of Functional Evaluation: 
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1. Evaluation of the basic function of the study. 

2. Evaluation of techniques. 

3. Evaluation with respect to systems elements. 

Sixth, Check List for Use in Information Phase: 

1. Are the basic objectives of the study properly 

developed? 



2. Were the objectives required by the contract or 

were they guidelines only? 

Are they stated clearly and specifidally? 

3. What is accomplished in the study? 

4. What method was used ln the study? 

5. Did the study comply with the objectives? 

6. Did the study design do more than the objectives 

required? 

7. Was the study structured to solve problems, or 

merely consolidate data? 

8. Why was the specific approach used? 

9. Is a severe environment involved? 

10. Were special criteria developed? 

11. Were conclusions tested adequately? 
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12. What probabilities for broad utilization of results 

were indicated? 

13. Would implementation costs appear to be excessive? 

14. Is new technology required for its implementation? 

15. Is the problem studied viewed as a part of an 

integrated system, or analyzed as an isolated 

problem? 

6. Goals 

The broad general targets towards which all your objec

tives are aimed. These goals should be realistic enough 

such that they can be logically approached through the 

completion of a specified series of objectives. Some goals 



are never attained, however, the progression through a 

series of objectives toward these goals result in an im-

proved system. 

7. Objective setting 

If the goals are determined, then the objectives are 
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set in such a manner as to attempt the achievement of these 

goals. In the critical inquiry of any planning effort, 

the most important area of analyses are the objectives. 

The method used to set the objectives and the quality of 

these objectives will usually determine whether or not 

the plan itself will be successful. The objective setting 

techniques were paraphrased from Argyle Analearn Associates 

Text'14 l·n th~ee t d d · 1 t t. d f db k ~ areas; s an ar s, lmp emen a lon an ee ac . 

First, Standards 

In the analysis of these plans selected for study 

the following standards of objective setting were utilized: 

1. The objective must be specified in a manner that 

clearly delineates the work/performance and the 

required output for the predetermined goal. 

2. Once information has established a project to be 

undertaken, three steps are involved in setting 

the objective. 

a. Determination of the requirements for work/ 

performance and output. 

b. Organization and consideration of pertinent 

factors. 



c. The preparation of a requir~ment specifying 

statement of the objective. 

3. The types of questions an objective-setter needs 

to consider in order to formulate and set a good 

business objective are: 

a. What (specific job[s] to be done) 

b. Who (who will do the job) 

c. Where (location where the general project 

will be accomplished) 

d. When (the time element) 

e. Why (reasons for undertaking the project) 

f. How (methods, materials, man, machines) 

g. How much/How many (quantity factors) 

h. Of what quality (kind of output tolerance 

allowed) 
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Thus, a properly set objective would be of the following 

type. Goal: The improvement of traffic flow on present 

cross-town routes. Objective: The city planning commission 

will determine the present traffic ways used most often 

as cross-town routes. The project will be accomplished on 

only those streets which are direct east-west routes and 

which penetrate the downtown business area. The project 

will begin at the first of the year and it will be completed 

in May of that same year. The project will be conducted 

using the standard origin-destination techniques. A 

written report will be prepared and submitted to the city 
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council at that time. This objective clearly delineates 

who, how, where, when and why of the project and enables the 

city council to check the work. 

Second, Implementation Check List 

Listed in the proper order are the steps to be taken 

if non-provided-for work/performance or output is observed 

during implementation. 

l. Check personnel 

2 . Check machines 

3 • Check materials 

4. Check methods 

5 • Check supervision 

6 . Check communication 

Third, Feedback 

The primary purpose of objective setting is to establish 

a set of priorities with a feedback system included which 

will guarantee the planner the visibility necessary to sup

ervise the progression toward the established goals. (There 

are many methods are critical path method (CPM) 15 <p. 87), 

Program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT), 16 Planning Net

work (Plannet), 17 and Phased Project Planning. 18 Each of 

these methods evaluate a project as it progresses against an 

alloted amount of time. 

B. DISCUSSION OF PLANNING PROJECTS 

The following is a discussion of ten planning projects. 

These plans are typical of city and transportation plans done 
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in the past by consultants, government agencies and semi

official planni~g. groups. These discussions are arranged by 

similar groups rather than by chronological order. 

Each discussion contains a short sununarization of the 

planning methods used in that project and a critique of that 

method based upon the information phase of value analysis 

and objective setting as previously reported in the method

ology. The critique of these plans was made not to attack 

these earlier efforts, but rather to enable others to profit 

by analyzing the mistakes of thffie pioneering efforts. It is 

hoped that some errors might be common such that they, in 

particular, might be pointed up as specific areas to avoid 

in future planning efforts. 

1. A Street Traffic Plan for Iowa City*19 

First, Summarization of the Plan 

This plan for street and traffic development in Iowa 

City, has, as one of its principal foundations,. the data con

tained in "A Report of Urban Area Traffic Survey in Iowa City;" 

published in June 1953 by the Iowa State Highway Commission 

with principal data collected in 1947. The state's original 

destination survey was directed primarily at the problem of 

movement of state highway traffic through Iowa City with par

ticular attention to the problem of bridge crossings over the 

Iowa River. In the summer of 1954, as a part of the follow

ing report, certain studies were made as a recheck of ·the 

Associated Consultants, Evanston, Illinois, November 1954 
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state's 1947 data to determine what adjustments were neces

sary in the earlier data to make them applicable in 1954. 

In addition, other data was collected upon traffic movement 

and parki!lg throughout the city as a whole," areas of inter

est not covered by the state's 1947 study. 

Street traffic volume increases have been predicted on 

the basis of three things; the_ growth in population, the in

tensity of ownership, and the degree of use of the average 

motor vehicle. Since a principal element in the economic 

base of Iowa City is the state university of Iowa, the pop

ulation trend is clpsely related to the university enroll

ment. University officials estimated a reduction in student 

enrollment of 4.4 percent from 1950-1960. 

The extent to which the intensity of automobile owner-

ship will increase is partially dependent upon the current 

degree of automobile ownership and the general economic 

level. 

The extent to which each individual automobile owner 

will use his car is influenced by a number of factors such 

as the general economic level, the dispersion of population, 

and the availability of other forms of transportation. 

The trend toward suburban living is visible in Iowa 

City where much new housing is developing near or beyond the 

municipal limits. 9f. greater s:Lgnificance, however, is the 

trend in public transportation. From 1947 to 1953, ridi!lg 

on the local bus system dropped 57 percent. Such a reduc

tion in transit ridi!lg necessarily is reflected in a sharp 
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increase in automobile traffic. 

Recommendations are made to build a new bypass south of 

the city, reconstruct the Burlington Street Bridge and moder

nize the approaches to this bridge and the Iowa Street Bridge, 

to build a new bridge, to attain better use of existing curb 

parking facilities, increase the fine for overtime parking, 

to build off-street parking facilities and to modernize the 

down-town signal system. 

Second, A Critique of the Plan 

The method of this study was an origin and destination 

type which seems to be typical of these studies done by 

state highway departments. In this particular case, data was 

taken to check the accuracy of an earlier 1947 study~ Thus, 

by checking this data and modifying it by using population 

trend data a city-wide traffic pattern would evolve. 

The results of this evolved traffic pattern was to be 

used in planning improvements of present city routes, in par

ticular, the bridge crossing the Iowa River, and the possible 

construction of new ones. 

This study, like many other9, considers only one phase 

of the problem and that is the present traffic patterns. 

This approach was adopted because the methods of study were 

selected before the study goals were set. In other words, 

the study results were determined by the method used rather 

than determining the method used by the type of results ' 

desired. 

This study was probably relatively effective in this 
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particular case because of three reasons. First and most 

important, was that this study was intended for only short 

range planning. This type of planni~g itself can sometimes 

cause problems. Second, the community studied has a rather 

constant nature in that it is a city with a large state uni

versity as its principal employer. This city will. grow con

tinuously as does the university. the community will prob

ably not be influenced by overnight expansions or reductions 

in population due to industrial movements. Third, is the ho

mogeneity of the population itself. Iowa University is one 

of the nation's larger universities and thus the students 

and the employees make up a large percentage of the communi

ty population. This university population is distributed 

throughout the community thus keeping ethnic and race prob

lems to a minimum. 

Third, Information Phase Check List for Value Analysis 

1. Are the basic objectives of the study properly 

developed? No. 

2. Were the objectives required by the contract or 

were they guidelines only? Guidelines. 

Are they stated clearly and specifically? No. 

3. What is accomplished in the study? Recommendations 

to control traffic. 

4. What method was used in the study? Origin and des

tination survey. 

s. Did the study comply with the objectives? Yes. 



6. Did the study design do more than the objectives 

required? No. 

7. Was the study structured to solve problems, or 

merely consolidate data? Solve problems. 
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8. Why was the specific approach used? The origin and 

destination was used because of a prior 1947 study, 

apparently to check this prior study for accuracy 

thus saving the cost of a complete study. 

9. Is a severe environment involved? No. 

10. Were special criteria developed? N6. 

11. Were conclusions tested adequately? No. 

12. What probabilities for broad utilization of results 

were indicated? The reconstruction of some routes 

and the adoption of a new route. 

13. Would implementation costs appear to be excessive? 

Yes. 

14. Is new technology required for its implementation? 

No. 

15. Is the problem studied viewed as a part of an inte

grated system, or analyzed as an isolated problem? 

Isolated problem. 

2. West Des Moines) Iowa Traffic Study*20 

First,.Sun~arization of Study 

This study was made to assist the city in solving their 

traffic problems by providing factual data and suggested 

* Rowat-Murry Engineers, Belmond, Iowa, November 1956. 
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plans for present and future traffic control. It includes 

a study of the. general pattern of traffic flow over the city 

with hourly and daily variat.ions noted, a collection of data 

on parking use, durations and turnover in the commercial area 

and a special study of sch6ol crossings and student flow. 

The data has been reduced and analyzed with results shown in 

map, graph or chart form. Conclusions and recommendations 

have been drawn from the results and recommended. Master 

plans for major streets and for school crossing are included. 

One of the essential elements of a traffic study of 

this type is to obtain a map of the relative traffic flow 

throughout the city. This map is a basic instrument for the 

planning of traffic controls and major street plans and can 

be obtained only by making actual traffic counts. The traf

fic count data can also be used to obtain hourly variations 

in traffic for various days and other detailed information 

valuable for traffic planning. In addition to the local traf

fic flow information, it is always desirable to obtain as 

much information as possible on the traffic flow in the sur

rounding region. Data of this nature is periodically gath

ered by the Iowa Highway Commission and is available in map 

form for use by interested parties. 

The detailed study of parked cars was made in the down-

. town commercial area on Saturday, A~gust 18, 1956. The sur

vey was carried out continuously from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Dur

i~g this period, each parki~g space was visited each half

hour and the license plate ·or vacancy of the space. was noted. 
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The total downtown commercial area was subdivided to give a 

more complete picture of the parking at various points. 

The detailed field work for the school crossing study 

was made on Thursday, September 6. Both vehicular and pedes-

trian traffic were tabulated so that the results could be 

correlated and checked with traffic flow counts made in 

August. All intersections at which there was considered to 

be a possible crossing problem were checked. 

Second, Critique of the West Des Moines, Iowa Traffic Study, 

1956 

This study was designed to determine which traffic routes 

were the most heavily used, vehicle parking data, and school 

pedestrian routes. The study was taken to determine what 

type of traffic controls and the direction traffic planning 

should follow. The study, as such, considered only the pres

ent situation and, therefore, the traffic plan generated was 

outmoded at its origin. This plan also had no provision for 

surveying potential land uses. Therefore, the plan derived 

from this information had no controls which would guarantee 

that facilities which caused the use of these travel routes 

would continue to remain the center of attractiveness in the 

community. The study provides only an accounting of the 

present situations and the recommendations presented therein 

would not constitute a basis for any comprehensive planning 

effort. 

The study lacked a formal goal and a list of objectives 

for obtaining a goal. It seemed to revolve around the use of 

origin and destination techniques, in this particular 
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case, the traffic count. The study appeared to be designed 

around the method rather than defining the objectives of the 

study and finding methods to achieve them . It would seem 

that for any study to be effective it must have a goal or 

direction to be pursued. The goal must then have a series 

of objectives which direct the planning effort toward that 

goal. Lastly, the methods should be developed to achieve the 

intended purpose of those objectives. 

This study would be helpful, but only as a part of a 

comprehensive traffic plan as it only gives a small portion 

of the information necessary. However, this was the basis 

for the future planning effort of West Des Moines. 

Third, Information Phase Check List for Value Analysis 

1. Are the basic objectives of the study properly 

developed? No. 

2. Were the objectives required by the contract or 

were they guidelines only? Contract. 

Are they stated clearly and specifically? Yes. 

3. What is accomplished in the study? Recommendations 

for traffic flow, parking facilities, and school 

crossings. 

4. What method was used in the study? A traffic count 

to determine the most used traffic routes, parking 

facilities, and school routes. 

5. Did the study comply with the objectives? Yes. 

6. Did the study design do more than the opjectives 

required? No. 



7. Was the study structured to solve problems, or 

merely consolidate data? Consolidate data. 
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8. Why was the specific approach used? Ease of taking 

data (count cars at intersections for the genera

ting traffic flow map). 

9. Is a severe environment involved? No. 

10. Were special criteria developed? No. 

11. Were conclusions tested adequately? No. 

12. What probabilities for broad utilization of results 

were indicated? Very great, most recommendations 

have been implemented, however, others w~ll recog

nize the total cooperation of the community so that 

implementation is doubtful. 

13. Would implementation costs appear to be excessive? 

Yes. 

14. Is new technology required for its implementation? 

No. 

15. Is the problem studied viewed as a part of an inte-

grated system, or analyzed as an isolated problem? 

Isolated problem. 

3 C th M. . T t t" Studu*_2 .. 1 . ar age, 1ssour1 ranspor a 1on L-

First, Summarization of the Study 

To properly evaluate the existing highway facilities 

and future improvements necessary to serve the Carthage area, 

a traffic study was conducted during the latter part of June 

* I 
Missouri State Highway Department, Division of Highway 

Planning in cooperation with U.S. Department of Commerce 
Bureau of Public Roads 9 1961. 
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and the first part of July, 1961. This was an external ori

. gin and destination type survey, which made poss·ible a study 

of traffic patterns and movements in the Carthage survey 

area. 

To obtain travel information in Carthage, an external 

origin and destination type survey was conducted. In this 

survey, information is obtained from drivers as they cross 

an imaginary boundary line surrounding the survey area. This 

includes drivers entering or leaving the survey area and 

those passing entirely through the survey area. 

This origin and destination type of. survey makes possi

ble a study without regard to the actual route used to make 

the trip. From this information, an analysis of alignment 

changes and proposed new locations can be made. 

Predicted population and vehicle registration were used 

as a basis for predicting future traffic. A population pro

jection was made for Carthage and Jasper County on past 

trends. The population projection for the state of Missouri 

was taken from a University of Missouri Projection. A vehi

cle registration projection was made on data available based 

on only a few previous years. 

Future traffic estimation was divided into two. groups, 

local traffic and thro~gh traffic. 

The local trips were further divided into resident and 

non-resident trips. The resident trip. growth factor was bas

ed on the increase in population and the increase in vehicle 

registration in Carth~ge. 
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The non-resident trips were divided into three groups 

based on the non-Carthage end of the trip. The three groups 

were Jasper County except Carthage, the state except Jasper 

County and all trips except Missouri. In each case, the 

trip expansion factor was based on predicted population and 

vehicle registration for the respective area. 

The through-trip expans~on was based on the Interstate 

Growth Formula. This formula takes into consideration the 

accepted state-wide growth, the local growth, and traffic 

generated by improving facilities. 

The conclusions reached were on the streets that would 

require alterations and improvements by 1981 and those which 

would not. These conclusions were derived from estimated 

traffic predictions based upon a previously described origin 

and destination survey. 

Second, Critique of the Carthage, Missouri Transportation 

Study, 1961 

This study was based upon the typical origin and desti-

nation survey procedures • On the basis of these surveys and 

. the growth predictions for Carthage, Jasper County, and the 

State of Missouri conclusions were derived and estimated and 

traffic predictions were made. The origin and destination 

survey classified travel~rs into three groups--Carthage resi

dents, Jasper County reside~ts and Missouri residents. Then 

the growth predictions for each of these groups was applied 

and a 1981 traffic prediction was obtained. A plan for 

street improvement, rout~ng, etc., was based upon the trends 
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thus determined. 

This study considered only the present traffic condi

tions, land use, and social environment. An .. attempt was 

made to extend the prediction of traffic conditions to the 

year 1981 via a growth model. This type of precedure will 

work only if the city continues on a continuous growth pat

tern. If however, as often happens, an industry moves into 

the community causing a sudden surge in population; this 

destroys the validity of the study. 

The planning procedure outlined above is devoid of the 

flexibility necessary to keep a plan usable over an extended 

period of time. The study appe~ to be based upon a plan

ning tool rather than on goals and objectives determined in 

advance which would lead to selection of an appropriate plan

ning tool. 

Third, Information Phase Check List for Value Analysis 

1. Are the basic objectives of the study properly 

developed? No. 

2. Were the objectives required by the contract or 

were they guidelines only? Contract. 

Are they stated clearly and specifically? No. 

3. What is accomplished in the study? The selection 

of streets which will require alteration to meet 

future demands. 

4. What method was used in the study? Origin and des

tination combined with population projections. 
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5. Did the study comply with the objectives? Yes. 

6. Did the study design do more than the objectives 

required? No. 

7. Was the study structured to solve problems, or 

merely consolidate data? Consolidate data. 

8. Why was the specific approach used? No reason 

given (probably a standard method). 

9. Is a severe environment involved? No. 

10. Were special criteria developed? No. 

ll. Were conclusions tested adequately? No. 

12. What probabilities for broad utilization of results 

were indicated? None, only the proposed minor alter-

ation. 

13. Would implementation costs appear to be excessive? 

Yes. 

14. Is new technology required for its implementation? 

No. 

15. Is the problem studied viewed as a part of an inte-

grated system, or analyzed as an isolated problem? 

Isolated problem. 

• M. . *22 Major Thoroughfare Plan, Columb~a, ~ssour~ 

First, Summarization of the Study 

The study objectives of the Columbia Area Transporta

tion Study is to develop a continuing, coordinated and com

prehensive transportation process for the Columbia area. 

* The City of Columbia and ±he Missouri State Highway 
Department, 1968. 
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The study organization, as set forth in the contract, con

sists of a coordinating committee and a technical planning 

committee. 

·The primary function of the coordinating committee is 

to provide guidance, establish policy, and coordinate the 

planning of the transportation study. This committee pro

vides direction for the study; serves as a reviewing body 

for all study procedures, recommendations and reports; and 

is responsible for the release of public information and ob

taining necessary approval from the respective governing 

bodies for actions by the study organization. 

The technical planning committee is a working committee 

under the direction of the coordinating committee and is com

posed of persons concerned with the planning, design,and op

eration of the transportation system. The primary purpose 

of this committee is to advise the coordinating committee on 

technical standards, and exchange ideas and concepts concern

ing possible solutions to technical problems. 

Within an urban area, no single street can serve all 

the types of travel demands. To operate efficiently, the 

major thoroughfare plan must be an integrated system of in

dividual streets and highways with each segment designed to 

serve a particular function. Streets and highways serve 

two major functions: ''Traffic Mobility" and "Land Access." 

In order to_ guide the orderly growth of the Columbia 

area, it is necessary to analyze the needs of individuals, 

families, neighborhoods, communities, and the city as a 
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whole. These needs include streets, open space, houses, 

school, churches, public htiildi~gs, recreational area, local, 

community and r~gional shoppi~g facilities, e·tc. In order 

for Columbia to experience healthy. growth, each of these es

sential elements must be planned and located in proper 
I 

perspective. 

Without a well-defined and free-flowing circulation sys

tem, the urban environment cannot. grow and prosper. The 

city, communities, sub-communities, and neighborhoods served 

by the circulation system provide the justification for it~s 

existence. Therefore, the practical assumption is that land 

use and traffic circulation are dependent and must be con-

sidered as a total environment. 

The basic objective of the major thoroughfare plan is 

to provide an adequate system of transportation facilities 

that will insure logical development of the community, safe 

and efficient movement of people and goods, and. will provide 

for the economical expenditure of public funds. The major 

thoroughfare plan depicted here recognizes the neighborhood

community concept and applies it in the areas where it is 

pertinent. The application of this concept provides a bas

is for the locationing and interrelating of various land use 

and circulation elements. 

Second, Critique of the Major Thoroughfare Plan 

The. goal of this plan was to achieve an adequate sys

tem of transportation facilities that would insure a logical 

community development. This plan recognized the necessity 
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of an integrated plan, realizing that land use and the trans

portation system are interdependent. 

The study, however, was set up only to determine the 

major thoroughfares and thus to determine which routes are 

the most used. The administrative system set up by the city 

is such that it could be a vehicle for complete comprehen-

sive planning. However, as stated in the city's planning 

objectives, a determination of the city's present transpor

tation via a major thoroughfare plan will not provide a com

plete enough picture on which to base the future development 

of the city. 

The development of a major thoroughfare plan, though an 

important tool, cannot be considered as an end in planning. 

Only through the use of this and many other tools can a plan 

be formulated. Here is where the proper determination of 

objectives can be used to determine which tool should be ap

plied to the particular situation in order to provide the 

required information. 

Third, Information Phase Check List for Value Analysis 

1. Are the basic objectives of the study properly 

developed? NQ. 

2. Were the objectives required by the contract or 

were they guidelines only? Contract. 

Are they stated clearly and specifically? No. 

3. What is accomplished in the study? The development 

of a major street or thoroughfare development plan. 
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4. What method was used in the stu~y? Traffic count. 

5. Did the study comply with the objectives? Yes. 

6. Did the study design do more than the objectives 

required? No. 

7. Was the study structured to solve problems, or mere

ly consolidate data? Solve problem (to determine 

the major thoroughfares). 

8. Why was the specific approach used? Ease of oper

ation. 

9. Is a severe environment involved? No. 

10. Were special criteria developed? Yes (street and 

land use classifications). 

11. Were conclusions tested adequately? No. 

12. What probabilities for broad utilization of results 

were indicated? The city plans to use the results 

in future transportation and land use planning. 

13. Would implementation costs appear to be excessive? 

Yes. 

14. Is new technology required for its implementation? 

No. 

15. Is the problem studied viewed as a part of an inte

grated system, or analyzed as an isolated problem? 

No, it attempted to integrate land use and transpor

tation, however, the approach was that transporta

tion systems controlled land use which is not en

tirely correct. 
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5. Preliminary Engineering Economy Analysis of Puget Sound 

Regional Transportation Systems* 2 3 

First, Summarization of Analysis 

Preliminary engineering economy analysis of five alter

native urban transportation systems formulated and studied 

by the Puget Sound Regional Transportation Study. Each trans-

portation system is based on the possible inclusion and uses 

of the following facilities in various degrees: highway fa

cilities (freeways, expressways, and arterials) bus transit 

facilities, rapid rail transit facilities, automobile park

lng facilities, ferry vessels, and a floating bridge. 

The principles of engineering economy analysis are ap-

plied to the evaluation of the transportation system using 

three methods of engineering economy analysis: (a) the to-

tal annual transportation cost methods (b) the benefit-cost 

ratio method and (c) the rate-of-return method. 

They did not evaluate the socio-economic factors which 

must be considered in transportation planning. 

Engineering economy analysis is used as a means to com-

pare the tangible cost of competing alternative uses of funds. 

Socio-economic or intangible factors, although they are im

portant considerations, are difficult to evaluate in mone-

tary terms. These intangible factors are not always included 

in an engineering economy analysis. Because of their impor-

tance, however, they must be included as a part of the· deci-

sionmaking process. 

Nicubur, Howard Duke, Highway Research Record, No. 180, 
1967. 
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Second, A Critique of a Preliminary Engi~eering Economy Anal

ysis of Puget Sound Regional Transportation Systems, 1967 

In the analysis of any planning study the economic fac

tors are of major importance to the implementation of the 

resulting plan. This study was conducted as a facet of an 

entire planning operation. 

This study had a specific objective of evaluating an 

economic basis of five alternative urban transportation sys

tems using three proven analytical methods. This was done 

and no fault can be found with the study. 

This study was selected because it was a very good ex

ample of engineering economic analysis. This study cannot 

be considered a complete tool for the implementation of a 

plan for the transportation system. Many more factors other 

than engineering economy must be considered. 

For example, sociological, psychological and intangible 

factors could render the resultant system obsolete or other

wise unsuitable. 

Third, Information Phase Check List for Value Analysis 

1. Are the basic objectives of the study properly 

developed? Yes 

2. Were the objectives required by the contract or were 

they guidelines only? Guidelines. 

3. What is accomplished in the study? The preliminary 

selection of a transportation system based upon 

economic criteria. 
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4. What method was used in the study? Engineering 

economic analysis. 

5. Did the study comply with the objectives? Yes. 

6. Did the study design do more than the objectives 

. required? No. 

7. Was the study structured to solve problems, or 

merely consolidate data? &:>lve problems. 
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8. Why was the specific approach used? Three methods 

of economic analysis were used. (a) total annual 

cost method. (b) benefit-cost ratio method. 

(c) rate-of-return method.· 

9. Is a severe environment involved? Yes. 

10. Were special criteria developed? No • 
. . \ .· 

11. Were conclusions tested adequately? Yes. 

12. What probabilities for broad utilization of results 

were indicated? The selection of a transportation 

system. 

13. Would implementation costs appear to be excessive? 

Yes. 

14. Is new technology required for its implementation? 

No. 

15. Is the proplem studied viewed as a part of an inte

grated system, or analyzed as an isolated problem? 

Isolated problem. 
24 

Comprehensive Plan for Ames, Iowa* 

First, Summarization of the Plan 

Ordinance No. 407 creating a City Plan Commission was 

• City Plan Commission, Ames, Iowa, 1954. 
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passed on March 17, 1930. This ordinance created the Plan 

Commission and fixed and prescribed the duties and powers 

thereof. 

The City Plan Commission consists of seven members who 

are citizens of Ames and they must be qualified by a know

ledge or experience in planning. 

The Commission will have the power to make surveys, 

studies, maps, plans or charts of the area which has any 

relationship to the comprehensive plan. 

The location of improvements such as buildings, bridges, 

etc., is subject to the approval of the commission. No 

street plan shall be constructed without the approval of 

the commission. 

For the purpose of making a comprehensive plan for the 

physical development of the city, the commission will make 

comprehensive studies of present conditions and future 

growth of the city with regard to its neighboring territory. 

The purpose of this plan is to accomplish a coordinated and 

harmonious development of the city and the environment with

in it. 

The comprehensive plan is composed of the mapping of 

all the physical elements that form a community and solu

tions or recommendations for the use of these elements for 

the future growth ?f the city. The complete comprehensive 

plan consists of maps, plans, tables, illustrations, reports 

and recommendations projected from a long-range viewpoint 

which covers at least twenty years. 
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The plan takes into account major streets, land use, 

traffic surveys (origin destination), parking, other forms 

of transportation, parks, recreation, education, municipal 

utilities and services, cultural and civil developments and 

housing. 

Second, Critique of Comprehensive Plan for Ames, Iowa 

The study reviewed was the method by which the city of 

Ames, Iowa set up a comprehensive plan commission for the 

purpose of developing a city plan for the orderly physical 

growth of the city. This study establishes the guidelines 

for the planning process. The study also outlines the meth

ods and procedures that the planners are to use, and a spe

cific planning period. 

The plan of action outlined in this study would defin

itely contribute to the solution of future problem areas. 

The scope of the plan which includes the planning for the 

total physical plant of the city, is probably as broad as 

possible at the time of its inception. The format for selec

tion of commission members and procedures is well specified 

and rigid. Here lies the possible weakness of this study. 

The rigidity of the format may be so inflexible that the 

commission would not be able to cope with the changing de

mands placed upon the planning process itself. 

The plan commission might better be utilized if they 

were less rigidly restricted. This is not to say that they 

should not have well-defined goals and objectives, but rather 

the goals and objectives should be in a format such that 
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they can be re-evaluated and re-formulated throughout 

the planning period. For example, the goal of the planning 

commission is to accomplish a coordinated harmonious devel

opment of the city and the environment within it. Yet the 

commission objective is the mapping of all the physical 

elements within the community and to recommend the use of 

these elements for the future growth of the city. This re

striction to only physical elements must be considered in

complete as a planning effort, because it fails to consider 

the human factors which sociologists and other humanists 

say is the planning area most needed in successful planning 

efforts. 

As well thought out as the Ames plan ~s, its objectives 

though restrictive in many ways, neglects to specify the work 

performance and outputs necessary to achieve their goal. 

Yet the restrictions are such that the planning procedures 

will become stereotyped and lack the dynamics of change nec

essary to cope with the changing environment. 

Perhaps the primary objective should have been one 

which would compel the plan commission to reexamine their 

planning procedures and even their secondary objectives 

periodically. 

Perhaps the primary objective should have been that 

the plan commission should begin on the first of January 

on even years and completed by the first of March on that 

same year, a study to determine the effectiveness of its 
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objectives and methods of obtaining these objectives by 

surveying a percentage ~f those citizens involved to deter

mine if the overall objectives should remain intact. 

Here all the considerations are presented which are 

necessary for the formulation of sound, flexible objectives. 

The commission is instructed as to what it must do, who will 

do it, when it will be done, how long it should take, how 

the evaluation will be conducted and at what quality the 

research should be. Using this sort of an approach the 

plan commission should be able to establish objectives 

which could handle their planning needs and still maintain 

the overall flexibility necessary to cope with a changing 

environment. 

Third, Information Phase Check List for Value Analysis 

1. Are the basic objectives of the study properly 

developed? No. 

2. Were the objectives required by the contract or 

were they guidelines only? Guidelines only. 

Are they stated clearly and specifically? No. 

3. What is accomplished in the study? Recommendation 

for the future needs and developments in the Ames 

area. 

4. What method was used in this study? A physical 

mapping and planning effort. 

s. Did the study comply with the objectives? Yes, 

with it~s own objectives. 
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6. Did the study design do more than the objectives 

required? Yes. 

7. Was the study structured to solve problems, or 

merely consolidate data. Consolidate data to make 

recommendations from. 

8. Why was the specific approach used? A city 

ordinance No. 407 calls for a complete area plan. 

9. Is a severe environment involved? No. 

10. Were special criteria developed? No. 

11. Were conclusions tested adequately? No. 

12. What probabilities for broad utilization of results 

were indicated? This type of planning organiza

tion will influence zoning and other public regula

tions such that its effect could blueprint or 

inhibit the future growth of the city. 

13. Would implementation costs appear to be excessive? 

Yes. 

14. Is new technology required for its implementation? 

No. 

15. Is the problem studied viewed as a part of an inte

grated system, or analyzed as an isolated problem? 

An attempt was made to study the entire system. 

However, the inflexibility of the format will, of 

necessity, negate this attempt. 



7. ~omprehensive Planning for the Chicago Crosstown 

Expresswayic 2 5 

First, Summarization of Plan 
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1946-1966--112 miles of limited access motor express

ways have been planned, designed, and constructed along with 

100 miles of tollways. 

Objectives: 

1. To achieve a harmonious balance between transpor

tation goals and other community impact and goals. 

2. Transport industry group formed and make recom-

mendations. 

Group-planning approach was defined in an instructional 

memorandum on the subject of Urban Transportation Planning 

from the U.S. Department of Commerce (Instructional Memor

andum, March 27, 1963) which said, in part: 

"It is declared to be in the National 
interest to encourage and promote the 
development of transportation systems 
embracing various modes of transport in 
a manner that will serve the states and 
local communities efficiently and effec
tively. To accomplish this objective the 
secretary (of Commerce) shall cooperate 
with the states .•. in the development of 
long-range highway plans and programs 
which are properly coordinated with plans 
for improvement in other affected forms 
of transportation and which are formulated 
with due consideration to their probable 
effect on the future development of urban 
areas." 

* Pikarsky, Milton, Highway Research Record, No. 180, 
1967. 



Chicago's present radial system of expressways is 

oriented to the central business district. 
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Criteria of study (a) engineering aspects, (b) impact 

upon the existing communities and (c) potential landuse 

improvements. 

The engineering aspects category include criteria for 

considering all technical and economic requirements of ex

pressway facility itself in its primary purpose of moving 

people and goods more safely, rapidly, and effectively and 

evaluating alternative alignments to other transportation 

facilities. 

The impact upon existing communities category analyzed 

community groups on ethnic, religions and political bases 

and considering the number of people and business establish

ments that would be directly dislocated by the alternative 

alignments. This study element considered such factors as 

the displacement of schools, churches, and parks and the 

splitting of school, fire, police and other special districts. 

The distinction between the highly neighborhood-oriented 

grocery or drug store and the used car lot, or the small 

specialty plant employing neighborhood people also was of 

great concern. 

The third category, potential land use improvements, 

explored opportunities presented by the alternative align

ments as a possible catalyst for achieving desirable ob

jectives--a means of linking the community as it is to an 
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requires that transportation facilities should be used as 

a positive factor in improving Chicago's communities and 

in establishing the future form of the city. 
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These three categories constituted the framework of the 

study. Each had its own set of objectives criteria and each 

was to be treated separately in analysis because, while 

often complementary or overlapping they would sometimes 

conflict. 

Second, Critique of the Comprehensive Planning for the 

Chicago Crosstown Expressway 

The study was subdivided into three parts: engineering 

aspects, impact upon existing communities, and potential 

land use improvements. The purpose of the three-part 

study was to design and build one hundred and twelve miles 

of limited access motor expressway along with one hundred 

miles of tollways. By subdividing the study into three· 

areas and by not placing the primary emphasis on the 

engineering aspects, the attempt was made to better the 

communities through which the highways passed rather than 

the usual destruction of community cohesiveness. The 

study placed a major importance on the displacement of 

schools~ churches, and parks; and in the splitting of 

schools, fire, police, and other special districts. 

A project of this magnitude will effect the lives of 

millions of people and whether the effect is good or bad is 
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ning Conunission responsible for this _plan must be commen

ded for the forthright effort in considering.-both the 

economic and intangible social factors which are encompas

sed by this project. 
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The only possible criticism would be that they did 

not have a broad enough approach. This criticism is not 

directed at the plan commission which was directing these 

highways. Perhaps the conunissioning agency should have 

examined the effects of such a system upon its city. Such 

questions might well have been asked as: Will the central 

business district continue to be the center of business and 

industry or will these services be dispersed throughout the 

area? Does the central business district have facilities 

to handle the greater influx of vehicles caused by these 

new highways? Willthe city gain more revenue from the 

new highways than they would have from the previous land 

use? Will the new highways benefit the majority of the 

citizens directly? These are serious questions which many 

of the city planners are now asking before such decisions 

are made. If the answer to these questions is "Yes" then 

the project will have positive results if it is conducted 

as carefully as this one. 

Third, Value Analysis Check List 

1. Are the basic objectives of the study properly• :.de

veloped? True objectives were not listed, however, 
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it is suspected that in actuality, they were formu

lated and sound. 

2. Were the objectives required by the contract or 

were they guidelines only? Guidelines. 

Are they stated clearly and specifically? No. 

3. What is accomplished in the study? The decision of 

a route for a crosstown expressway. 

4. What method was used in the study? A comprehensive 

plan to study engineering, landuse, and social fac

tors. With appropriate methods for each. 

5. Did the study comply with the objectives? Probably. 

6. Did the study design do more than the objectives 

required? No. 

7. Was the study structured to solve problems, or mere

ly consolidate data? Data consolidation? 

8. Why was the specific approach used? To try to 

achieve a harmonious balance between the transporta

tion system and the community. 

9. Is a severe environment involved? Yes. 

10. Were special criteria developed? Yes. 

11. Were conclusions tested adequately? Yes. 

12. What probabilities for broad utilization of results 

were indicated? None. 

13. Would implementation costs appear to be excessive? 

Yes. 
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14. Is new technology required for its implementation? 

No. 

15. Is the problem studied viewed as a-part of an in

tegrated system,or analyzed as an isolated prob

lem? An integrated transportation system. 

8. The Boston Regional Survey*26 

First, Summarization of the Survey 

The Boston Regional Survey was designed to provide a 

basis for a major regional transportation planning effort. 

This was done, not by gathering massive amounts of socio-

economic and travel pattern information, but by concentra-

tion on a detailed investigation of economic, land use, pop-

ulation, and transportation patterns. 

* 

The objectives of this survey were stated as follows: 

1. Preparation of an inventory of transportation and 

planning studies in the region. 

2. Analysis of regional-research and proposals with 

respect to population, land use patterns and 

economic base. 

3. A.transportation inventory including public transit, 

railroads, highways, ports and airports. 

4. I:de11tification of regional problems and recommenda

tion of measures to develop comprehensive regional 

planning. 

Abend, Norman A. and Levin, Melvin R., Traffic Quarterly, 
April, 1963. 
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The survey was divided into three reports. (1) The 

overview, including the three basic elements of coordinated 

transportation planning; population, land use and economic 

base. (2) The transportation inventory--a report on each 

major transportation system. The final report which inte

grates the previous reports with an analysis of regional 

development prospects. 

The survey found that many of the problems in transpor

tation systems stem from the need to adjust to two major 

trends. The first is decentralization and suburbanization 

and second is the presistence of the traditional core area 

of high density and the governmental and political struc-

ture that accompanies this area and tends to diffuse decision-

making power. 

With respect to the need for a comprehensive plan, 

that will effectively integrate core and suburban transpor-

tation systems and coordinate the separate activities of 

governmental and private agencies, their findings were: 

l. Transportation activities have been uncoordinated. 

2. Land use, population, and economic needs have not 

been considered in transportation planning. 

3. No adequate meas~re of the consequenc~s of alter

nate courses of action exist to guide decision 

making. 

4. Many localities and neighborhoods believe inade

quate consideration is given to local needs in the 
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transportation decision-making process. 

5. Previous development plans and reports seem to 

have been prepared more for mass distribution than 

for implementation. 

6. The air must be cleared of transportation and re

gional development myths before realistic action 

programs can be formulated. 

7. Cost information on capital investment for major 

transportation facilities is inadequate to make the 

two following important regional decisions: 

a. Possible public subsidization or abandonment 

of public transit in favor of other alternatives. 

b. Basic decisions as to MTA's future including 

possible extension into several suburbs. 

Also, to develop a plan that will have an effect on 

political and economic decisions, all social, psychological 

and environmental factors in general must be considered in 

relation to these political and economic frameworks. This 

includes such things as a transit system's ability to attract 

passengers and how developments look and how they function. 

Second, A Critique of the Boston Regional Survey, 1963 

The study was a survey of economic, land use, popula

tion and transportation patterns. The purpose of which 

was to provide a basis for a major regional transportation 

planning effort. 
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This study was for the purpose of determining the goals 

and objectives of a forthcoming comprehensive traffic plan

ning effort. The survey included an overview of the area 

including the three basic elements of coordinated transpor

tation planning, population, land use, and economic base. 

A transportation inventory, which included a report on 

each major transportation system within the area. The 

survey also included a final report which integrated the 

other reports with an analysis of regional development·· 

prospects. 

This survey pointed the direction of the forthcoming 

comprehensive plan. With the information obtained in the 

survey the goals and objectives presented in the comprehen

sive plan will be realistic and accurate. 

Third, Value Analysis Check List 

1. Are the basic objectives of the study properly 

developed? Yes. 

2. Were the objectives required by the contract or 

were they guidelines only? Contract. 

Are they stated clearly and specifically? Yes. 

3. What method was used in the study? The determin

ation of goals and objectives of the forthcoming 

comprehensive regional plan. 

4. What method was used in the study? A survey of 

available resources and potential problem areas. 

5. Did the study comply with the objectives? Yes. 



6. Did the study design do more than the objectives 

required? No. 

7. Was the study structured to solve problems, or 

merely consolidate data? Consolidate data. 

8. Why was the specific approach used? To survey 
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the present situation in the fields of economics, 

land use, and transportation as a preliminary study. 

9. Is a severe environment involved? No. 

10. Were special criteria developed? No. 

11. Were conclusions tested adequately? No. 

12. What probabilities for broad utilization of results 

were indicated? It suggested areas that should be 

considered in planning that were formerly ignored. 

13. Would implementation costs appear to be excessive? 

Yes. 

14. Is new technology required for its implementation? 

No. 

15. Is the problem studied viewed as a part of an 

integrated system, or analyzed as an isolated 

problem? An integrated system. 

9. Planning and Decision Making in the Detroit Metropolitan 

Area* 27 

First, Summarization of the Plan 

The goal of this study was to use planning as a basis 

for decision making. They realized that most regional plans 

Matheason, Ken, of Highway Research Record, No. 137, 1966. 
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are formulated privately with no concern given to the local 

governments involved. Any plan which cannot be implemented 

because of local political and legal constraints is not 

usable. 

Despite many pages of highly complementary description 

of Detroit's Metropolitan Regional Planning Commission's 

studies and activities over the past 20 years, the report 

contains repeated conclusions that final decisions on 

virtually all the really important regional physical pro

blems which arose during that period were made completely 

apart from the mechanics of regional planning. 

They are organizing all the local governmental decision 

makers into a formally established agency which will con

sider and act on regional matters on behalf of the entire 

region. This organization is a council of governments com-

prised of 404 cities, townships, counties, and school dis

tricts, which were recommended by a study on governmental 

organization by Metropolitan Fund, Inc. the regional plan

ning agency in the Detroit area. 

This agency will provide a continuing forum in which 

all of the public officials of the region may discuss these 

subjects which properly claim the attention of professional 

planners. It will also provide these planners with a source 

of direction and advice on the social, economic, and politi

cal realities of regional development. And, most important, 

this voluntary association of local decision makers will 



provide an official agency for the implementation of plan

ning recommendations. 
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Second, A Critique of the Planning and Decison Making in the 

Detroit Metropolitan Area, 1966 

This study is concerned with the setting up of a politi

cal organization composed of representatives from 404 local 

cities, townships, and school districts within the Detroit 

Metropolitan Area. The purpose of the organization being 

setting down of guidelines and policies which would direct 

the efforts of the professional planners. 

The intent of this organization is to provide the pro

fessional planners with a source of information and advice 

on the social, economic and political situa~ions within 

the area. It would seem that this type of an organization 

would remove the planning function from the level of a 

rational professionally-oriented process .and place it into 

an area like a political football to be bandied about by 

local power groups. An organization of this type and mag

nitude cannot help. but suffer from an objective and slow 

decision making process. However, this might be the only 

vehicle by which a planned project could be completed 

within an area where too many local authorities have juris

diction. 

Third, Value Analysis Check List 

1. Are the basic objectives of the study properly 

developed? No. 



2. Were the objectives required by the contract or 

were they guidelines only? Guidelines. 

Are they stated clearly and specifically? No. 
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3. What is accomplished in the study? A plan to set 

upon organization of governments which would act 

as an interi'm group between planning and decision 

making. 

4. What method was used in the study? Not applicable 

5. Did the study comply with the objectives? Yes. 

6. Did the study design do more than the objectives 

required? No. 

7. Was the study structured to solve problems, or 

merely consolidate data? Consolidate data •• 

8. Why was the specific approach used? To give all 

the parties affected a hand in the planning pro

cess, thus ~ding the way for the implementation 

of any project. 

9. Is a severe environment involved? Yes, 404 local 

governments. 

10. Were special criteria developed? No. 

11. Were conclusions tested adequately? No. 

12. What probabilities for broad utilization of results 

were indicated? The use of such an organization 
. 

in ±he planning effortmeans little utilization. 

13. Would implementation costs appear to be excessive? 

Yes. 
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14. Is new technology required for its implementation? 

No. 

15. Is the problem studied viewed as a part of an 

integrated system, or analyzed as an isolated 

problem? Integrated system. 

10. Minneapolis in the Motor Age Major Streets Planning 

Goals* 28 

First, Summarization of the Plan 

* 

The charge from city council was that: 

"The Commission (should) report to the city 
council as to which specific streets in the sev
eral systems of the city approved by the coun
cil, Hennepin County Board and the State High
way Department are not fixed as to location; 
(and) which of such specific streets the com
mission consider should be fixed." 

The planning director stated about the report: 

"Minneapolis needs an up-to-date coordin
ated major street plan to accomodate its ever 
increasing traffic and to preserve its sound 
living and working areas. The first purpose 
of this plan should be to enable every major 
street to perform its proper function, effec
tively, safely, and pleasantly." 

"To be realistic, such a plan must reflect 
general community objectives in attacking traf
fic and transportation problems, The defini
tion of these common objectives is the subject 
of this report." 

The purpose of this report can be summarized as follows: 

1. It presents a brief background of current trans

portation situation and of the need for planning. 

2. It describes certain assumptions which help pro

vide a basis for planning major streets in Minneapo-

lis. 

City of Minneapolis Planni~g Commission, 1960 
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3. It sets fourth common objectives which should be 

kept in mind as a major streets system is developed 

and coordinated. 

The last subject forms the essence of this report. 

The scope of this report is limited to two general 

questions relating to the common objectives for major streets 

planning for Minneapolis. 

1. What is the major streets system of Minneapolis 

intended to do. 

2. What general planning concepts should be followed 

in order to enable the major streets system to do 

what is expected of it. 

In answering the general questions relating to the 

scope of functional goals, a number of assumptions must be 

made. These assumptions can be grouped into four areas of 

concern: the future of the city and the region, the social 

and economic forces shaping the city, the futur.e of trans

portation and governmental organization and cooperation. 

1. Minneapolis will continue to be the major center 

serving the region. 

2. In Minneapolis, the population will continue to 

increase, but the rate, as it approaches saturation, 

will be much lower than in the past. 

3. The general economic level will continue to rise, 

4. As a whole, it is clear that air transportation 

will increase its role, the opening of St. Lawrence 

Seaway will affect Minnesota's economy and trans

portation, railroad's role will be stabilized and 



the role of highways will become more important. 

5. Public transit is indispensable, not only today 

but also for the future. 
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6. The various governmental units in the Metropolitan 

area will continue to cooperate in many adminis

trative and technical functions. 

Within the framework of the assumptions described a 

set of general community objectives for a coordinated 

streets system may be defined. The objectives are fundamen

tal to the city's coordinated effort toward a major streets 

plan. 

Objectives: 

1. The major streets system should be integrated with 

other transportation metworks. 

2. The major streets system should work in complete 

harmony with the remaining streets to form an 

integrated network. 

3. Planning for streets should go hand-in-hand with 

land use planning. 

4. The major streets system should help preserve 

residential communities and neighborhoods as well 

as business and industrial districts. 

5. The major streets systems should be classified 

according to their function and designed according

ly. 

6. The major streets system should be planned and 

improved according to scientifically projected 

traffic needs. 
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7. The major streets system shoulo. be planned to facil

itate transit flow (Mass transit system busses). 

8. The major streets system should be planned accor

dingly to the best possible engineering practice. 

9. Timing of major streets improvements should be 

coordinated with freeway construction and other 

private and public improvements. 

10. From an economic standpoint, the major streets 

system should fall within community resources. 

Second, A Critique of Minneapolis in the Motor Age Major 

Street Planning Goals, 1960 

The purpose of this study as set down by the city coun

cil was to develop a major streets plan to aid in the cities 

future traffic planning effort. However, this report did 

not even attempt to follow the directives presented by the 

city council, but rather proceeded to come up with some 

obviously trite suggestions for planning. Setting useless 

objectives seemingly in an effort to disguise its ineptness 

in carrying out the prescribed function. 

This study lacked all semblance of usefulness to any 

planning function. This, however, might have been prevent

ed if the city council had set its goals and then backed 

them up with specific work/performance objectives. Objec

tives which would prescribe exactly the responsibilities 

to be assumed by the planning group, in accordance with 

prescribed techniques of objective setting. 



Third, Information Phase Check List for Value Analysis 

1. Are the basic objectives of the study properly 

developed? No. 

2. Were the objectives required by the contract or 

were they guidelines only? Guidelines. 

Are they stated clearly and specifically? No. 

3. What is accomplished in the study? An attempt to 

set objectives. 

4. What method was used in the study? Unknown 

5. Did the study comply with the objectives? The 

objectives set forth by the city were seemingly 

ignored. 

6. Did the study design do more than the objectives 

required? No. 
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7. Was the study structured to solve problems, or 

merely consolidate data? Neither, it just presented 

a list of objectives. 

8. Why was the specific approach used? Unknown. 

9. Is a severe environment involved? No. 

10. Were special criteria developed? Yes, (the purpose 

of which is unknown to the reader). 

11. Were conclusions tested adequately? No. 

12. What probabilities for broad utilization of results 

were indicated? None. 

13. Would implementation costs appear to be excessive? 

No plan of action was forthcoming, and no costs 

were apparent. 
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14. Is new technology required for its implementation? 

No. 

15. Is the problem studied viewed as a part of an 

integrated system, or analyzed as an isolated 

problem? Integrated system. 

C. SUMMARIZATION OF THE TEN PLANNING EFFORTS 

l. Are the basic objectives of the studies properly 

developed? 

2--Yes 

8--No 

The value analysis answer to this question 

should be Yes. 

2. Were the objectives required by contract or by 

guidelines only? 

1--Contract 

9--Guidelines 

The value analysis dictates that planning 

objectives should be required by contracts. 

3. What is accomplished in the studies? 

Ten attempted to set objectives. 

None set goals. 

The value analysis dictates the setting of 

both goals and objectives. 

4. What methods were used in the studies? 

6--0rigin and destination surveys 

1--Engineering economic analysis 



1--Comprehensive plan~ing approach 

1--Survey of res~urces 

1--Used no method at all 

The value analysis dictates that the method 

of approach depends upon the goal itself. 

5. Did the studies comply with the objectives? 

8--Yes 

2--No 

The value analysis answer to this question 

should be Yes. 
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6. Did the study designs do more than their objectives 

required? 

1--Yes 

9--No 

The value analysis to this question should 

be No. 

7. Were the studies structured to solve problems, 

or merely to consolidate data? 

3--To solve problems 

7--To consolidate data 

The value analysis dictates that a study be 

done to solve problems. 

8. Why were the specific approaches used? 

Refer to the individual studies 

The value analysis dictates the use of any 

appropriate approach which will obtain the objective. 



9. Were severe environments involved? 

3--Yes 

7--No 

The value analysis answer to this question 

should be No. 

10. Were special criteria developed? 

3--Yes 

7--No. 

The value analysis answer to this question 

should be No. 

11. Were conclusions tested adequately? 

2--Yes 

8--No 

The value analysis answer to this question 

should be Yes. 
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12. What probabilities for broad utilization of results 

were indicated? 

Ten listed no broad utilization of results. 

The value analysis dictates that broad utili

zation of results should occur. 

13. Would implementation costs of the studies appear 

to be excessive? 

10--Yes 

0--No 

The value analysis answer to this question 

should be No. 
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14. Are new technologies required for their implementation? 

0--Yes 

10--No 

The value analysis answer to this question 

should be No. 

15. Are the problems studied viewed as a part of 

integrated systems or analyzed as isolated problems? 

4--Integrated systems 

6--Isolated problems 

The value analysis dictates that the planning 

be done as an integrated system. 

D. VALUE ANALYSIS. IMPROVEMENTS OF THE PLANNING EFFORT. 

The Minneapolis Plan was compared with value. analysis 

for evaluation purposes. At the time this plan was proposed 

Minneapolis was on the threshold of adopting a new zoning 

ordinance, the interstate freeway system proposed by the 

State Highway Department was in an advanced stage and Henne

pln County was seriously considering a highway master plan. 

The city's land use and traffic movement pattern will be 

affected by these factors, alone, for years to come. Thus, 

the need for a coordinated street planning program for Minne

apolis was apparent and urgent. 

Minneapolis,like other older cities, has certain con

straints placed upon it. These economic, culturalized, phys

ical constraints prevent the city from developing new trans

portation systems with ease. The city which needs to provide 

a totally integrated transportation network is thus restrained. 
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Therefore, a compromise must be worked o~t such that some 

measure of convenience can be adopted to the transportation 

system without totally disrupting the economic, cultural and 

physical environment of that community. 

It is also quite evident that, if a great degree of'C0-

ordination is not achieved by the aforementioned planning 

bodies, their resultant goalswill probably be at cross-pur

poses to each other. 

PPBS dictates that the total project be planned and bud

geted as a complete unit. The decision must now be made to 

appoint one planning commission which would formulate a mas

ter plan that will provide for coordinating the efforts of 

these separate planning bodies. 

This planning commission would have to formulate several 

preliminary goals which would lead to a desired system. At 

this point a complete, value analysis must be performed, on 

each of those preliminary goals. 

This value analysis would trim all the fat from those 

goals leaving only a bare set of realistic goals. The value 

analysis will lead the way to the design of objectives which 

will lead to the attainment of these goals. 

For example, if Minneapolis decides upon the develop

ment of a major thoroughfare system as one of its goals, a 

value analysis will determine the routes most economically 

feasible and it will suggest the modifications to those 

routes which will be necessary. The value analysis will 

accomplish this function because it will immediately show the 
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probable cost of each alternative and from this a cost-to

benefit ratio can be developed. Objectives can then be de

signed which will allow the development of a ·Plan necessary 

for the implementation of the system. Those objectives will 

be such .that the planning commission can at any time see 

the total progress toward implementation. The commission 

will also, through the series of objectives which make up 

the plan, be able to budget the entire project in accordance 

with the PPBS requirements. 

Listed here are the value analysis improvements as 

indicated by the check list. 

1. The Minneapolis.City Council did not properly 

develop their objectives. They should have 

stated the requirements in such a way that ambig

uity would have been impossible. The city council 

wanted a major streets plan so that they could 

coordinate the construction efforts of the state, 

county and city. Their objectives should have 

been stated as follows: 

The Planning Commission starting January 1 

will devise a major street plan by June 1. 

This plan will list the most used streets and 

it will be carried out in the manner of 

current planning and engineering practice. 

Progress reports will be issued bi-monthly 

in the form of a percent completion. 
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2. This objective should be required by contract with 

a penalty clause included for any delay or failure 

in compliance. 

3. The study, if properly done, will provide the city 

with a usable tool for coordinating the planning 

efforts of the area. 

4. This study will lend itself adequately to an origin

destination survey since few land use changes are 

expected. 

5. If the objectives are specified unambiguously and a 

contract with a penalty clause is made with the plan-

ner; then the resulting study will, of necessity, 

comply with the objectives. 

6. No study should attempt to do more than the objec-

tives require because this would result in time and 

effort being wasted in non-essential areas. 

7. This particular study should be done in order to ob

tain certain pieces of specific information. Recom

mendations from this information will develop into 

an integrated transportation network. 

8. The specific approach suggested here is used be

cause, as a goal, the city council decided to in

corporate the new interstate system, county improve

ments, city improvements, and existing transportation 
-

facilities other than highways into an integrated 

network, thus making maximum use of the construc

tion expenditure. 
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9. The planning environment 1n Min~eapolis must not 

be considered severe because the coordination in

volved would be done with a few small well-organized 

groups. These groups, the state highway commission, 

the county and city planning commissions, are all 

interested in achieving the same goal. 

10. The planning effort, as suggested,will not require 

any special criteria or innovative approaches, nor 

are any needed. 

11. The methods of study suggested here are standard 

and, as a result, the conclusions thus reached 

should be reliable requiring little,if any,special 

testing. 

12. The results of this study would be the basis of 

developing an integrated transportation network 

in the Minneapolis area. 

13. The implementation costs of the planning effort 

should not be excessive in that this type of an 

approach is used often. The resulting transporta

tion network may be expensive, however, the com

bination of federal, state, and local funds may 

make the project feasible. 

14. The planning procedures suggested are such that no 

new technology is required. This 1s an advantage 

in that all the procedures suggested are well known 

and that their. reliability is a matter of record. 



15. The problem analyzed here is part of the develop

ment of an integrated transportation network. 

Thus, this problem must be analyzed in the light 

of a totally integrated system. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

Most of the planning effort done in the past has one 

or more of the following faults. The 10 plans critiqued in 

this thesis are exemplary of the recent planning effort in 

the United States and are, therefore, examples of these faults. 

The aforementioned faults fall under the following categories: 

determination of goals, setting of workable objectives inade

quate tools or methods, and finally, the planning organization 

itself. 

A.plan, itself the end result of the planning effort, can 

be compared directly to a manufactured product in that both 

have the same value form as previously defined in the discus

sion solution of this study. Therefore, the plan and plan

ning effort can be dealt with in the same manner as a manu

factured product such that in the design and manufacture of 

these products, the enhancement of these values are of primary 

importance. An attempt has been made to improve one of the 

planning efforts by us1ng value analysis. 

A common error found in eight of the plans in the dis

cussion section of this study, was in the selection of 

realistic goals. Their goal selection is not based upon 

the premise of enhancement of the basic value of their 

end product, the community. A goal must result in the ad

dition of value to the system. Here, planning agencies do 

not devote enough effort to the goal settipg endeavor before 

the move into planning operations themselves. Goal setting 

is without a doubt the most important single area in the 
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planning effort because it is here that the-direction and the 

eventual outcome of the planning effort is developed. 

Goals must be determined by first surveying the present 

situation through the value analysis technique in order to 

decide if the apparent goals are really the goals actually 

desired. 

Eight of the plans discussed in this paper had utopian 

goals which are totally impractical and unrelated to the 

process which evolved to their finished product. 

Eight of the planning effortsmentioned in this study 

failed to use the objective setting process properly. This 

was done because a formalized technique for designing and 

using objectives did not exist. The objectives are the step-

ping stones which lead to the attainment of the goals. If a 

value analysis is performed (as demonstrated previously in 

the improvements of the Minneapolis Planning Effort) then 

this method will be the basis of formulating these objectives. 

The value analysis will tel1 the planner what must be done, 

how to do it, and in what order the events must take place. 

This information will be instrumental in the development of 

objectives. 

The most important feature of objective setting is the 

creation of a feedback l9op which will guarantee the planner 

a total visibility of the project as it progresses. None of 

these planning studies reviewed had an adequate feedback 

system, therefore, directing these efforts was much like 

driving an automobile with painted over windows and usually 
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a similar drastic effect was the result. 

PERT, Plannet, CPM, and Phased Project Planning, are 

all tools used in the feedback of objectives ·or a series of 

objectives. The purpose of each of these tools is to feed-

back to the project manager the progress the system is making 

toward achieving its primary and secondary goals. 

Thus, none of the plans investigated above were adequate 

because they lacked a value analysis which assures the selec

tion of realistic goals and the design of workable objectives 

with an adequate feedback network to permit the planner to 

control the entire project. 

An estimated seven plans failed, not because of goal 

setting or objectives, but primarily because of the organi

zation of the planning agency itself. The planning agency, 

if it is to have any chance at all to be effective, must ad-· 

here to the practices of good management. Good management 

depends most of all upon good communication, feedback and 

also the power to design. __ and implement. This statement can

not be adhered to unless clear lines of authority are estab-

lished. This bridgework of planning and implementation auth

ority provides the channels of communication and feedback, but 

it also dictates a single head of this authority whether he 

is the project director or the city manager. This communi

cation must be gathered from a single source at the top. 

There are many reasons why this type of management 

structure is not always employed in planning agencies. 
) 

Quite often the vast number of separate political entities 
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involved precludes this. In other instances political rival-

ries and petty jealousies prevent a sound managerial approach. 

In each instance where this occurs, clear channels of commu

nication and feedback are obstructed with predictable con

fusion and disorganization. 

In every case where sound planning and management prac

tices are employed, the resulting machinery is capable of 

producing valuable products. 
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IV. RECOMMENDATION 

In controlling urban growth planning is essential in 

properly directing that effort, In order to completely ful

fill its function as a plan, it must be approached scientif

ically using value analysis. 

The federal government has specified the use of Planning, 

Programming,and Budgeting Systems as a method of achieving 

this scientific planning approach. PPBS specifies that a 

preliminary study be conducted in order to set realistic goals 

and to design workable objectives around these goals. 

1. It is recommended that value analysis be used in 

the preliminary study specified in the PPBS approach. 

2. It is recommended that proper objective setting tech

niques, as stated in the methodology; purpose, im

plementation and feedback, be employed as a means of 

specifying the achievement of the various functions 

which direct the system toward its goals. The clear 

statements of these objectives with the necessary 

feedback included is the resulting plan as demonstra

ted in the section on value analysis improvement of 

the planning effort. 

3. It is recommended that the management of any plan

ning project be built around the specific objectives. 

The objectives provide the clear channels of commu

nication and feedback necessary for the completion 

and implementation of that project. 
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